HOLLYWOOD FOREVER
Alison J Carr, Alexis Hudgins, Ivan Iannoli, Julie Orser & Jon Irving, Ali Prosch,
Elleni Sclaventis, Matt Siegle, amy von harrington, Brica Wilcox

Ten video works that respond to the provocation of Hollywood Forever: the dream, the film industry,
the cemetery on Santa Monica Boulevard. Each work takes a different approach to Hollywood—from
considering the myth, the geography, the surplus of images it gives us, the imperative to perform, the
seduction and the make-believe.

Hollywood Forever, 2014, Alison J Carr, (2.56)
Already, The Night Contemplates The Stars, 2013, Elleni Sclaventis, (8.30)
In 2010, Jean-Luc Godard was selected to receive an honorary Academy Award for his lifetime
contributions to filmmaking. He never came to Hollywood to pick up his trophy. Through found
footage of movie award ceremonies and Jean-Luc Godard's 1963 film Contempt, this video
contemplates the labour of spectacle in Hollywood.
Hollywood, 2014, Alexis Hudgins, (2.44)
Trains, 2011, Ivan Iannoli, (4.57)
A line from HOWL, something like Moloch! Robot apartments! invisible suburbs! skeleton
treasuries!, 2010-2012, Matt Siegle, (1.04)
I’m Too Tired To Have Sex With You, 2008, Brica Wilcox, (3.46)
Ground, 2012, Ali Prosch, (3.45)
The Viewer, 2011, Julie Orser & Jon Irving, (5.03)
Dreams Really Don’t Come True Actually. The Baby version, 2014, amy von harrington, (4.47)
This video comes from a four-channel cross-fire of the gaze gone wild where you act as witness. This
babied down version is a glimpse of the how dreams float along the narrative of desire but are never
linear or exclusive. We do not singularly witness the other but are constantly entangled in an exchange.
Where do the gays even begin and you end? The heart resides in the liminal.
Untitled RTV, 2009, Alexis Hudgins, (7.01)

Hollywood Forever was instigated by Alison J Carr and collaboratively curated with Megan Cotts,
Alexis Hudgins, Ali Prosch & Brica Wilcox.
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